
Building Psychological Safety for High 
Performing Teams for EL1-EL2 Masterclass

Walk away with the tools to:
  Understand how to create psychological safety and why it’s necessary for high performance

  Ensure your team feel safe to take informed risks, voice opinions and ask judgement-free questions 

  Figure out how to build and sustain psychological safety across hybrid and remote teams

  Understand your internal narratives and how these influence your ability to lead 

  Reflect on your leadership triggers and understand the impact they have      
 on you and the ripple effect they have on your team

  Enhance employee engagement, staff retention and the inclusivity       
 of your team culture

  Boost team performance and productivity and enhance        
 overall service delivery

  Build new connections and forge a support          
 network from across the APS

  Get ahead of the staff shortage by           
 investing in the team that you           
 have

Masterclass Facilitator Karen Schulz
IFC-ACC, Director, Reveur and Accredited in Amy 
Edmondson’s Fearless Organisation Scan Tool

Find out how to use psychological safety to drive high performing, productive and engaged teams

https://the-hatchery.co/event/psychological-safety-2022                             

Online 
Monday 12, Tuesday 13 & Thursday 15 December 2022

9:00am - 1:00pm AEDT
This Masterclass runs over 3 half-day virtual sessions, allowing flexible attendance from anywhere convenient for you.

“Why does psychological safety matter? It is the optimal indicator of team performance. Psychological safety allows team 
members to have a voice and take managed risks – both strategically and in terms of their relationships; creativity is fostered, 
even though there may not be a guarantee of success, failure is accepted and seen as an opportunity for growth and resolving 

interpersonal conflicts is proactively addressed, rather than being avoided and manifesting with more negative outcomes. 
Without a doubt, organisations with higher levels of psychological safety have better retention of talent and more engaged 

higher performing teams.”

- Karen Schulz

T H R E E  P A R T  O N L I N E  M A S T E R C L A S S

https://the-hatchery.co/event/psychological-safety-2022


Psychological Safety is the Key to High Performance

Team psychological safety is a major contributing factor to team performance, and within a 
workplace context, this might mean the success or failure of a policy, program, project or service.

Research confirms that when people feel safe within a team they will perform better; they willingly take informed risks, actively 
contribute and work hard knowing that they can depend on the others in the team to support them. In a workplace context this is called 
‘psychological safety’ and it is the key to high-performance teams.

But it’s not a quick or simple ‘thing’ to create and it all starts with you, their leader. 

What if some team members don’t feel comfortable speaking up? What if they’re afraid to share their concerns or are nervous to offer a 
dissenting opinion? What if they avoid suggesting new ideas because they’re worried about rejection or judgement?

Unfortunately, many people feel this way about their workplace.

According to a 2017 Gallup poll, 3 out of 10 employees strongly agreed that their opinions don’t count at work. And that was before the 
global COVID pandemic arrived and changed everything, creating more separation, shifting the way we all work and challenging leaders to 
figure out how to sustain a high performing team without the physical cues they relied on.

Remote working settings have worsened the problem, particularly for women. A recent survey from Catalyst found that nearly half of 
female business leaders face difficulties speaking up in virtual meetings, and 1 in 5 reported feeling overlooked or ignored during video 
meetings.

The net result? A lack of psychological safety at work, which has real service delivery repercussions.

The question should be, can any of us afford not to invest in psychological safety? 

The reality in current work environments is one of staff shortages, remote or hybrid workers, disconnection amongst teams and 
constantly shifting sands. If leaders in today’s public sector want to mitigate the very real risks these realities present, they need to invest 
in the teams that they have and forge a way forward to engage team members, reduce staff turnover, heighten engagement and protect 
against the disconnection and difficulties of disparate teams.

“To understand why psychological safety promotes performance, we have to step back to reconsider the 
nature of so much of the work in today’s organisations. With routine, predictable work on the decline, more 

and more of the tasks that people do require judgement, coping with uncertainty, suggesting new ideas, 
and coordinating and communicating with others. This means that voice is critical. And so, for anything but 
the most independent or routine work, psychological safety is intimately tied to freeing people up to pursue 

excellence.”

- Amy C. Edmondson, The Fearless Organisation: Creating Psychological Safety in the Workplace for 
Learning, Innovation, and Growth

A personalised learning experience in an intimate group setting - 
on your own terms

Who should attend?
This Masterclass has been designed for EL1-2 leaders in the public sector committed to building psychological safety within their teams 
to drive high performance. Whether you’re new to psychological safety concepts and frameworks or want to build on the foundations, this 
Masterclass will give you the skills to translate ideas into practice. 

Emerging and existing leaders across the Public Sector in EL1-EL2 roles such as:

• Director

• Assistant Director

• Acting Director

• Assistant Commissioner

• Senior Manager

• Regional Manager

• Senior Adviser

• Senior Advisor

• Team Leader

• Specialist

• Local Manager

• Inspectors

• Program Manager

• Superintendent

• Business Manager

• Head of



The Psychological safety top eleven checklist
As a leader in the public sector - there are some key questions you can ask of yourself to determine whether there is 
likely psychological safety in your team and whether a culture of social safety and positivity exists. 

Psychological safety requires you to look within and determine how you are influencing and impacting the safety of 
those around you and how they are able to interact within your team. 

1. Do you encourage risk-taking?

2. Do you tolerate mistakes? How does the team respond to them?

3. Have you created an environment where taking calculated risks and voicing new ideas is safe?

4. Are team members able to communicate openly and honestly without fear of retribution?

5. Is there trust and mutual respect within the team?

6. Is conflict resolved fairly, appropriately and productively?

7. Do you lean into important or difficult conversations?

8. Are you consultative in your leadership approach and open to ideas and suggestions from your team?

9. Does your team believe that you or others on the team will not embarrass, reject or punish them for speaking 
up?

10. Do you encourage learning from failure or disappointment and openly share lessons from when you have made 
mistakes?

11. Have you created space for new ideas (or even wild out-there ones)?

If - as a leader - if you feel that building the foundations of psychological safety could help your team to excel in their 
performance - attending this workshop may be the perfect opportunity to leverage the evidence and research and apply 
it to immediate and positive effect.

“Fantastic course, helpful tips and helped me to identify new/learned and future behaviours.”

- Bronte Hunter, Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet - Australian Federal Government, May 2022

“Both courses that I have done through The Hatchery have been exceptional - polished resources and 
presenters that know their stuff but also able to convey it to their audience extremely well. Very engaging and 
inviting.”

- Kirsty Glowacz, Executive Assistant, National Indigenous Australians Agency, May 2022

“Extremely professional and interesting course. Looking forward to putting into practice what I have learnt.”

- Lindy Browne, Participant Support Officer, NDIS, May 2022

“I found this training extremely useful and well run. I gained some good insights and practical tools to use.”

- Clayre Fardell, Administration Officer, Department of Defence, May 2022



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3

Introduction to social/interpersonal 
(psychological) safety
• The highest performing teams have one 

thing in common - psychological safety: 
why it’s critical for high performance

• Psychological safety allows for 
moderate risk-taking, speaking your 
mind, creativity, and sticking your neck 
out without fear of being put down or 
judged - how you can harness it within 
your team

• What it is and what it is not (myth 
busting)

• The difference between psychological 
safety and trust

How to create social safety – creating 
social safety within self
• Understand your internal narratives 

and how these influence your ability 
to create and lead a socially safe 
environment 

• What will happen if you build 
psychological safety? 

• Exploring the outcomes of a socially 
safe environment - trust, curiosity, 
confidence, inspiration, resilience, 
motivation, persistence, solution-finding, 
acceptance and divergent thinking

• Enabling your team to feel safe with 
interpersonal risk taking

Utilising applied neuroscience to 
support socially safety leadership
• Understanding the fundamentals of 

applied neuroscience and how this 
shows up in our leadership practices

Building awareness of self-regulation 
strategies
• Learn and apply practical strategies to 

create high-performing socially safe 
environments for self and teams

Creating your constructive internal 
narrative & leadership practices to lead 
a socially safe environment
• Explore our beliefs, biases and 

practices to create constructive internal 
narratives to support creating and 
leading socially safe teams

• Why leaders need to create internal 
psychological safety by regulating 
and resolving how they respond to 
fear and threat (even if these are more 
perception than reality) in order to 
enable psychological safety in their 
teams

• Addressing your internal critic and 
narrative as well as your leadership 
triggers - understand the impact they 
have on you and the ripple effect they 
have on your team

Creating your leadership brand & plan
• Reflect and add to your individual 

leadership action plan from the module

Leading social safety in today’s hybrid 
workplace environment
• Explore strategies to build socially safe 

teams in the hybrid workplace
• Assessing the role of psychological 

safety as the key to success in 
uncertain, interdependent environments

• Finding connection when you don’t have 
physical cues

• Leading socially safe teams and 
workplaces when teams are remote, 
hybrid or based in multiple locations

• Staff shortage is a reality for us all - 
how can we invest in the team we have 
to mitigate this and build psychological 
safety as well as ensure new team 
members are invested and feel trust?

Leading change through habit creation
• Explore brain friendly change strategies 

which support people to move towards 
change and successfully create new 
habits

• Leading for Psychological Safety by 
enhancing teamwork and collaboration

Finalising your social safety leadership 
development action plan
• Consolidating your learnings from the 

masterclass
• Transformation comes in small steps 

- avoid overwhelm and put into place a 
realistic and achievable improvement 
plan

• How to measure and monitor your 
progress

• Extended Q&A and key takeaways

Laying the Foundations 
for High Performance

Looking Within in order 
to Lead Out

Taking your Leadership and 
your Team to the Next Level

About your masterclass facilitator

Karen Schulz
IFC-ACC, Director, 
Reveur and Accredited 
in Amy Edmondson’s 
Fearless Organisation 
Scan Tool

Karen’s experience in cultural transformation and business performance is grounded 
in over 20 years of proven performance working as a senior leader, executive coach, 
consultant, facilitator, university lecturer and cultural and strategic transformation 
change agent. She works nationally and internationally with Boards, Executives, Senior 
Leaders, Middle Managers and Employees across government, non-government, not 
for profit and private sectors. 

See Karen’s full bio here

Course Overview
These masterclasses will cover three key content modules: 

https://the-hatchery.co/event/psychological-safety-2022


Pricing & Registration

Event Prices

Calculate your ticket price                                                                                                            $________________

How To Pay

Payment can be made by credit card or bank transfer

Credit card: Call us on 1300 918 334 or return the form below: 
Card No.: _______________________________  Expiry:  _____________ CVV Code: __________________

Cardholder’s name:  ________________________________________________________________________

Signature:  _________________________________________________________________________________

  Bank transfer: Please invoice me. 
Ref: 8222 Purchase Order No: ______________________________________________________________________

Tick relevant box
Book & pay

 by  
28 Oct 2022*

Book & pay
 by  

11 Nov 2022*

Book & pay
 by  

2 Dec 2022*

Standard price 
AFTER  

2 Dec 2022*

Standard Digital Rates

  3 Day Masterclass 
$1899 + GST  
= $2088.90

$2199 + GST  
= $2418.90

$2399 + GST  
= $2638.90 $2599 + GST  

= $2858.90
SAVE $700 SAVE $400 SAVE $200

The Hatchery    ABN: 15 641 236 722

Email 
Register with us at  
customercare@the-hatchery.co 

Phone 
Call a member of our customer service 
dept at 1300 918 334 

Photo. Scan & Send 
Scan or fill out our form and send a photo to 
customercare@the-hatchery.co.  

Online 
Book online at our website 
www.the-hatchery.co/event/
psychological-safety-2022 

How To Register

@

Building Psychological Safety for High Performing Teams for EL1-EL2 Masterclass

Looking to run this course in-house? Please 
enquire with our Event Sevices Team 

eventservices@the-hatchery.co
Private Training Package 20pax $37,999 +GST

Terms & Conditions
Full payment must be received prior to the masterclass 
to ensure attendance. Delegates may not “share” a pass 
between multiple attendees. 

*Early bird prices subject to availability.

Cancellations:
No cancellations will be refunded, however, a substitute 
delegate is welcome at no extra charge. A credit voucher 
will be issued for cancellations received in writing more than 
two weeks before the event date. For an event cancelled by 
The Hatchery, registration fees are fully refundable. However, 
The Hatchery is not responsible for airfare, hotel or any other 
costs incurred by attendees. No liability is assumed by The 
Hatchery for changes in program dates, content, speakers 
or venue.
See the website for full terms and conditions.

Privacy Policy:
Information collected on this registration will be added to 
our secure database. This information may be used for the 
purpose of contacting you regarding ongoing research, 
product development and services offered. 

We may also share this information with other professional 
organisations (including our event sponsors) to promote 
relevant services.  

For our full privacy policy please visit  
www.the-hatchery.co/privacy-policy 

Changes to Masterclass and Agenda:
The Hatchery reserves the right to alter the programme 
without notice and is not responsible for any loss or damage 
or costs incurred as a result of substitution, alteration, 
postponement or cancellation of any event.  

Online 
Monday 12, Tuesday 13 & Thursday 15 December 2022
9:00am - 1:00pm AEDT

https://the-hatchery.co/event/psychological-safety-2022

